REAL-TIME COLLABORATION AND RESULTS THROUGH AUGMENTED REALITY

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING REALIZED

Employee performance is key to your business. Today, businesses require a variety of tools to propel employee engagement and retention while using next-generation technology to drive productivity and improve operational efficiency.

ENTER AUGMENTED REALITY

70% of consumers believe that using Augmented Reality (AR)-enhanced devices in their everyday lives could help them learn new skills. And for companies, AR is bridging gaps by improving skills-building in real time while delivering real business benefits. According to IDC, business leaders using AR are experiencing greater efficiency, increased safety and improved knowledge transfer among employees.

Teamwork AR pairs the interactive power of AR on any device, anywhere in your employees’ workflow, with the 35 years of expertise CGS has in creating rich experiences through technology-enabled custom content to solve the ROI challenge. It seamlessly aligns workers’ needs with real-time collaboration and built-in business metrics.

Change the way work gets done. Elevate outcomes.

HOW WILL TEAMWORK AR HELP ME?

- Product, sales and maintenance training transformed – real-time, in the flow of work
- Cost-effective, efficient cashierless worker support across field services, operations, manufacturing, retail, healthcare and more
- Training on expensive, complex equipment now at workers’ fingertips in safe, risk-free environment
- Guided training for technical applications, including repair, maintenance, diagnostic procedures instructions
- Scenario-based training, simulations and role play with powerful sentiment analysis for real-time coaching
- Reimagined global teamwork with real-time collaboration via video, chat, annotations and more
- Agile support for employees in the field – using any device, anywhere via geolocation services, support for varying bandwidths, even offline
- Resolve costly issues, apply learning at the time of need, increase effectiveness, performance and retention of knowledge

ABOUT CGS | CGS serves as a trusted partner to many of the world’s most dynamic companies, delivering innovative, custom learning solutions essential to scaling people, processes and performance. Through tech-forward engaging programs, leveraging AI, AR/VR, machine learning and gamification, CGS provides professional development solutions, blending emerging technology with essential shoulder-to-shoulder training. Each solution is custom-tailored and designed to engage employees and keep client/employee-related business fundamentals strong in an ever-changing corporate environment. For more details on our award-winning approach, contact us at info@cgsinc.com or 1-212-408-3800.